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In 2012, Lucy Scott gave birth to her first baby. Despite her extensive pre-baby research, nothing
prepared her for the momentous task of caring for this new little person. Featuring dozens of funny
moments like babyâ€™s first lunch out to a forensic view of the living room, this charming doodle
collection includes 120 two-color illustrations and is the perfect gift for Motherâ€™s Day, baby
showers, or year-round fun. Also included are a few doodling prompts in the back of the book so
moms can doodle their own first-year memories.
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This is a MUST READ for parents during and after the first year! Even 28 years after my son's first
year, I remember so much of this and it made me laugh!

this is hilarious. I'm going to include this book in every baby shower gift I give.

I saw this book at Barnes and noble the other day and started to page through it. Seriously was
laughing out loud and shoving it in my husbands face. Why did I not think of this?

Bought this for my wife about a week before our daughter was born. I read through it in about 20
minutes, and laughed the entire time. I read through it a second time about 3 weeks after the baby
came and it was 10x funnier of a book. She did an awesome job highlighting some of the craziest

moments about being a parent. While it is addressed as diary of a new mom, a lot of those events
happen to dads too! So don't be afraid to pick it up to gift to any of your friends who are about to be
first time parents. It will work before or after the baby is born!

I saw an article that showed a few of the illustrations from this book, and I thought they were
definitely on point and funny, so I bought the book. The book is definitely a full collection of the
sample illustrations I saw, but I think the ones shown in the article (public domain) were the best in
the book.Note that I'm also no longer a "new" mom. A bit more rested and sane now, I think I
probably would've enjoyed the book more as a new mom, when I was crazed, sleep-deprived, and
experiencing these illustrations more firsthand. I probably finished the book in 5 minutes and then
gifted this to a new mom friend, who I hope will pass it on to another new mom for an easy and
quick "read". Don't expect entertainment for too long or that you'll go back to.

This book captures EVERYTHING crazy. hilarious, and awesome about being a Mom during the
first year. I shared some of the doodles with my Mom and sister and they both fell out laughing! This
would've a great baby shower gift!

Like everyone else I cracked up from the excerpts posted by Buzzfeed. Little did I know that the
book would be even more hilarious with funny and surprisingly touching moments because you are
reminded of all those early struggles when you first bring baby home. Every illustration in this book
resonated with me! I hope she writes a part 2 for toddlers

Absolutely true, very funny to read and look at! Stunningly accurate! Part of it also for daddy! (I am
one and i could find myself in some of the situations. The livingroom with the bookshelf looks exactly
like ours for example... absolutly recommendable! Buy it, read it, laugh and cry.
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